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Who’s The Children’s Agenda?
Why advocate for policy change?
How and why has it worked in the past?
What do we need to do now?

Mission:

Our Founding Principles:

The Children’s Agenda
advocates for effective
policies and drives
evidence-based solutions
for the health, education
and success of children,
especially those most
vulnerable because of
poverty, racism, health
inequities and trauma.

• ADVOCACY: Independent, NonPartisan, Exclusively-Focused on
Children

Rochester Area Community Foundation
convened a year-long planning group with
United Way, local funders and children’s
service providers. Built The Children’s
Agenda in 2004 to fill a vacuum for three
needed but missing ingredients in our
community:

• EXPERTISE: Evidenced-Based
Research
• SEAMLESS CONTINUUM:
Prenatal -Young Adulthood
Systems-Building for the Whole
Child
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So Why Advocacy?

Program & practice interventions
help individuals beat the odds.
Policy interventions change the
odds for all.

Unique Role of Advocacy
Unique
Role of Advocacy
compared to other
strategies
5 Change Strategies to Help Lift Families Out of Poverty
Maintains Existing System
Direct Service
• Meal
programs
• Homeless
shelters
• Free health
care clinics

Changes Existing System

Self-Help
(Families)

Educating
Public Opinion

Advocacy for
Policy Change

• Assist with EITC
(CASH) or
FAFSA filings
• Mentoring
programs (e.g.,
establishing
credit or savings
accounts)
• Tutoring (e.g.,
reading to
RCSD students)

• Reports
• Forums, this
panel, speakers
& events
• Writing blogs
• Press events

• Codify Federal &
NYS antipoverty goal
• Child tax credits
• Child
allowances &
baby bonds
• Universal,
affordable, high
quality child
care

Faster Individual Results

Social Change
Movements
•
•
•
•

Labor
Civil rights
Women’s
Black Lives
Matter
• Etc.

Slower Whole Population Results
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Achievable: 50% Reduction in Child Poverty
U.S. Elderly Poverty and Social Security Expenditures Over Time

 Medicine

•

The U.K. cut its child
poverty rate in half from
2001 to 2008

•

Canada’s Child Benefit
Program is on course to
cut child poverty in half

•

The U.S. cut its child
poverty nearly in half
between 1967 and 2016

What Does it Take to Change Policy?
Power is the necessary and sufficient ingredient for
successful advocacy: organized money and/or
organized people.
“The whole history of the progress of human liberty shows
that all concessions yet made to her august claims have been
born of earnest struggle. . . . If there is no struggle, there is no
progress. Power concedes nothing without demand. It never
did and it never will. Find out just what people will submit to,
and you have found the exact amount of injustice and wrong
which will be imposed upon them . . .”
-- Frederick Douglass, 1849
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Transformation:
Changing the Odds Achieved
April 1, 2016

New York Just Created a
Revolutionary New Family-Leave Policy
By Rebecca Traister

• 6.4 million NYS working families & children now
have 12 weeks job-protected leave each year
through payroll insurance program; 67% of wages
• Transformational Impact on Healthy Starts
- Bonding with newborns & newly adopted
- Reduced maternal depression
- Lengthened time spent breastfeeding
- Reduced chronic family stress from parents’
agonizing trade-offs of “lose my job/income -or take care of my child?”

Policy: “Targeted Universalism”
Or Reinforce Structural Racism
The Social Security Act of 1935 originally excluded
about half the workers in the American economy.
Excluded were:

• Women, because of definition of “work,” job
discrimination, and failure to account for
temporary drops in women’s workforce
participation for child rearing.
• African Americans, 65% were denied Social
Security protections because originally excluded
agricultural and domestic workers.
• Exclusion of agricultural workers entrenched
Rural Poverty we have today across all races.

Change the Odds: #NYEndChildPoverty
End Child Poverty Act S.2755 / A.1160
• Codifies official NYS goal to cut child poverty in half in 10
years, focusing on racial inequity
• Suggests evidence-based strategies
• Annual public benchmarks and reporting requirements
• Chief Assembly Sponsor: Harry Bronson.
• Area co-sponsors: Senators Samra Brouk, Jeremy
Cooney; Assemblymembers Sara Clark, Josh Jensen,
Jen Lunsford, Demond Meeks
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Change the Odds:
Raise Anti-Poverty Value of Tax Credits
Child Tax Credit: Families of 24 million children
nationwide are too poor to qualify for full $2,000 tax credit
•

More than half of Black & Hispanic children don’t qualify for all of
it (compared to 23% of white children). 1 in 5 Black kids get zero.

•

Biden’s American Rescue Act proposes making it refundable,
raises it to $3,000 per child ($3,600 for every child under 6).
Columbia University researchers estimate that this would cut
child poverty in half – Minimally 224,000 children in New York
State will be lifted out of poverty by Biden’s proposal.

•

TBD: monthly disbursements, advance to pregnant women,
make permanent – not just during pandemic.
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What’s Next: Child Care
Make quality child care more affordable & accessible
 Crisis: Less than 17% of NYS families eligible for
assistance get help -- leaves out: 536,000
children. Demand in Finger Lakes region exceeds
supply for children under 6 by 32,699 childcare
slots.
 Cost: Out of reach for most working families,
often largest monthly bill, rivaling cost of
mortgage payments – averaging $15,000 for fulltime, center-based care.

THANK YOU

Larry Marx

larry@thechildrensagenda.org

585-256-2620

www.thechildrensagenda.org

